December 6, 2006

TO SIX MEMBERS OF TGDC: The very recent reversal by TGDC of the NIST recommendations regarding security of e voting is an abomination of common sense and logic. The TGDC recommendation is a threat to our Democracy. Paper-less voting is so ridiculous it's difficult to find non-profane language against you sick six idiots that recommended the e voting junk be left as is. I would hope that the EAC ignores your recommendations and that your committee is disbanded by the new Congress in January. NIST can understand this technology far better than you six nay-sayers who voted against the original NIST recommendation. NIST and its predecessor, THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, has been providing a magnificent service to our Nation since the beginning of the last Century. Please get out of their way.

WITH SINCERITY AND A GREAT DEAL OF ANGER!
ROBERT R BROWNLEE